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            Abstract
The complex heterogeneity of cells, and their interconnectedness with each other, are major challenges to identifying clinically relevant measurements that reflect the state and capability of the immune system. Highly multiplexed, single-cell technologies may be critical for identifying correlates of disease or immunological interventions as well as for elucidating the underlying mechanisms of immunity. Here we review limitations of bulk measurements and explore advances in single-cell technologies that overcome these problems by expanding the depth and breadth of functional and phenotypic analysis in space and time. The geometric increases in complexity of data make formidable hurdles for exploring, analyzing and presenting results. We summarize recent approaches to making such computations tractable and discuss challenges for integrating heterogeneous data obtained using these single-cell technologies.
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                    Figure 1: Evolving landscape of cellular traits.[image: ]


Figure 2: Antibody staining in mass cytometry.[image: ]


Figure 3: Classes of microtools for single-cell analysis.[image: ]


Figure 4: Relative structure of data from single-cell analyses.[image: ]
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